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why is the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
Method effective?
1: In LEGO SERIOUS PLAY (LSP), the LEGO bricks serve as a common language
that anyone can use, regardless of their education, position or culture. This
ensures that everybody’s knowledge and insights are surfaced
2: The starting focus in LSP is on each individual
and not the group. This means that the structure
of the process requires everyone to be actively
involved in the decision process, which
increases the probability that all parties will
honor the decisions and agreements after
the meeting
3: The LSP method produces more concrete ideas and results, because
everyone has time to build her or his answers and input before conversation
and knowledge sharing begin
4: The LSP method ensures faster and better communication and understanding
because it uses 3D visualization, metaphors and stories. This also leads to
fewer misunderstandings
5: LSP meetings stay on topic because the focus is on the bricks – not on the
person. This also allows the discussion to become very intense without
creating personal conflicts
The company that created this model believed they had a
unique new product invention (symbolized by the panda),
but it wasn’t selling. The LSP workshop uncovered the
root problem: The company was very proud of their
invention (the pink house), but afraid of copycats and,
thus, TOO protective (the panda is in a cage, fences
around, the team acting as guards). They could SEE the
customers (in the glass hut) and the customers could
SEE them, but the two couldn’t communicate. Once
understanding the root problem the marketing department
played “what-if games” (scenario testing) i.e. What if we
remove the guards? What if we remove the fences? By playing out the consequences, the
company was able to decide the best way to get the panda outside of the protected environment and into the hands of customers.

